Reception for President Truman (US).

UN. Flushing, N.Y. 24 October, 1950
UN. 35mm pix MP 285

President of U.S. Harry S. Truman, attending reception in his honour at General Assembly in Flushing. Shots show:

----- President Truman leaving Assembly building and stepping into his open car with G.A. President Nasrollah Entezam (Iran) and U.N. Secretary General, Trygve Lie.

----- President Truman entering reception lounge.

----- Numerous shots of lined-up delegates President Truman shaking hands with members of delegations to U.N.

(among them: Andrei Vyshinsky and Yakov Malik from USSR, Kenneth Young and Sir Gladwyn Jebb from U.K., Warren Austin and Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt from U.S., delegate from Yemen in national costume, and others).